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Dedication 
Edward Harold Kass, MD, PhD 
The first issue of the International Journal of Infectious Diseases fulfills the 
vision of Edward H. Kass (1919- 1990). Dr. Kass, the organizer and first presi- 
dent of the ISID, believed that this society should have a journal to disseminate 
scientific, medical, and public health information in infectious diseases between 
the developed and the developing world. It was Dr. Kass’s foresight and forti- 
tude that ultimately resulted in the gathering together of individuals representing 
these interests at biennial congresses, the first of which was held in the early 
1980s. Despite his death in 1990, the society Dr. Kass created continues to 
flourish. We miss his guidance, but it is a tribute to his vision that the society 
continues to grow and to represent the principles in which he believed.The 
members of the Executive Committee and the Publications Committee dedi- 
cate this issue to the memory of Edward Harold Kass. 
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